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Building a Modular Static Analysis Framework 
in Scala (Tool Paper)

Quentin Stiévenart, Jens Nicolay, Wolfgang De Meuter, Coen De Roover
{qstieven,jnicolay,wdmeuter,cderoove}@vub.ac.be

A Static Analysis Framework
Semantics as an Abstract Machine

Performing Static Analysis

A Modular Framework

Some Numbers

github.com/acieroid/scala-am

@acieroid

… in Scala

Performing Concrete Interpretation

Using a Different Machine Abstraction

Type Classes

The MayFail monad

Represents non-deterministic computations that may produce a 
value and fail at the same time.

trait JoinLattice[L] {
  def bottom: L
  def join(x: L, y: L): L
  def subsumes(x: L, y: L): Boolean
}

trait SchemeLattice[L] extends Joinlattice[L] {
  def inject(x: Int): L
  def unaryOp(op: UnaryOperator)(x: L): MayFail[L]
  def binaryOp(op: BinaryOperator)(x: L, y: L): MayFail[L]
  // ...and others

object Plus extends NoStoreOperation("+") {
  override def call(args: List[Abs]): MayFail[Abs] = args match {
    case Nil => abs.inject(0)
    case x :: rest => call(rest) >>= (plus(x, _))
  }
}

Semantics and machine abstraction are defined 
separately and plugged in together to form an 

analysis.

val time = ZeroCFA
…
val machine = new P4F[Term, lattice.L, addr.A, time.T]
…

val time = ConcreteTimestamp
…
val machine = new AAM[Term, lattice.L, addr.A, time.T]
…

val time = ClassicalTimestamp
val addr = ClassicalAddress
val dot = new DotLanguage[addr.A]
val lattice = dot.DotLatticeImpl
val sem = new dot.DotSemantics[lattice.L, time.T]
val machine = new AAM[Term, lattice.L, addr.A, time.T]
val res = machine.eval(sem.parse(args(0)), sem, …)
res.toDotFile("graph.dot")

Quickchecking Lattice Properties

property("plus on bottom is bottom") {
  forAll { (a: I) =>

property("plus is a sound over-approximation") {
  forAll { (a: Int, b: Int) => 
    int.subsumes(int.plus(int.inject(a), int.inject(b)), 

property("Join is commutative") {
  forAll { (a: L, b: L) =>
    (a |+| b) == (b |+| a) }}
property("Join is associative") {
  forAll { (a: L, b: L, c: L) =>
    ((a |+| b) |+| c) == (a |+| (b |+|c)) }}

Some properties have to be verified by lattices, e.g.:

This graph can be queried for the results of the static analysis
corresponding to the applied machine abstraction.

The main advantage of the AAM approach is that the re-
sulting abstract interpreter closely resembles the concrete
one from which it is systematically derived through abstrac-
tion. Various abstraction patterns arise, which can be applied
to support other languages or new language features. For
example, potential sources of infiniteness can be threaded
through the machine’s store to ensure its state space remains
finite. This is the case for closures: a closure is composed of
an expression and an environment, and environments map
variables to values, which themselves can be closures. This
recursive knot in the state space is cut by threading closures
through the store, and having environments map variables to
addresses in the store. Restricting addresses to a finite number
then renders the state space finite.

Related work on AAM has produced different techniques
to abstract the concrete abstract machine, with varying de-
grees of precision. A current summary of the state of the art
can be found in [3]. The goal of SCALA-AM is to enable
experimenting with these techniques on different languages
with minimal implementation effort: changing the language
analyzed should not impact the machine abstraction, and
vice-versa.

3. The SCALA-AM Framework
SCALA-AM performs static analysis on programs in lan-
guages described as small-step operational semantics. A se-
mantics description forms a component of SCALA-AM, and
another component, the machine abstraction, drives the inter-
pretation of the program.

To analyze a program, SCALA-AM first injects the pro-
gram into an initial machine state. A state represents the
current state of the evaluation, and contains information such
as the expression to evaluate, the binding environment, the
store, and an abstraction of the stack. It is the responsibility
of the machine abstraction to manipulate the stack. The ab-
stract machine then performs steps on the current state by
relying on the language semantics described as a small-step
operational semantics. If the current state needs to evaluate an
expression, it will call the semantics’ stepEval function. If the
current state needs to continue with the topmost continuation,
the machine abstraction pops the continuation and calls the
semantics’ stepKont function. Both of these functions return
a set of actions that describe the successor states to generate.
Actions, returned by stepEval and stepKont, can be eval ac-
tions when an expression has to be evaluated, value actions
when a value has been reached, requiring the next step to in-
spect the topmost continuation frame, and push actions when
a continuation has to be pushed on the stack before evaluating
a given expression.

This process is repeated until all reachable states have
been explored. The state space of the abstract machine has to
be finite to ensure the convergence of this process.
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Figure 1. DOT small-step semantics as an abstract machine,
where x, y are variable names and a is a field name.

In SCALA-AM, actions enable formulating machine ab-
stractions and language semantics independently of each
other. Other components can be implemented independently
as well. The most important of these components is the value
lattice, which forms the abstraction of the values of the lan-
guage analyzed, and which enables tuning the precision of
the resulting analysis. Addresses and timestamps are other
components that influence context sensitivity and precision
of the machine abstraction.

4. Example: Analyzing DOT Programs
We now show how support for a language can be added to
SCALA-AM. We take the DOT language [1] as an example2.

4.1 Adding Support for DOT
Input languages have to be described as small-step opera-
tional semantics that perform operations over an environment
and store. This is done for DOT in Fig. 1. DOT expressions
are naturally represented as case classes in Scala:
trait Term { val pos: Pos }
case class Lam(x: String, t: Term, pos: Pos)
case class Obj(x: String, d: Def, pos: Pos) extends Term
case class Let(x: String, t: Term, u: Term, pos: Pos) extends Term
case class Var(x: String, pos: Pos) extends Term
case class App(x: String, y: String, pos: Pos)
case class Sel(x: String, a: Member, pos: Pos) extends Term

trait Def
case class Field(a: Member, t: Term, pos: Pos) extends Def
case class Aggregate(d1: Def, d2: Def, pos: Pos) extends Def

These expressions have to implement the Expression type
class, requiring the presence of a component Pos which serves
to map expressions to their source code position.

The definition of the semantics corresponding to the
formal definition of Fig. 1 only accesses values through the

2 SCALA-AM, the full implementation of this example and others can be
found at https://github.com/acieroid/scala-am/.

class DotSemantics[Abs : DotLattice, Time : Timestamp] {
  def stepEval(t: Term, ...) = t match {
    case Obj(x, d, _) =>
      Action.value(dabs.obj(x, d, ρ), σ) 
    … }
  def stepKont(v: Abs, f: Frame, ...) = f match {
    case FrameLet(x, u, ρ) =>
      val a = addr.variable(x, v, time)
      Action.eval(u, ρ.extend(x, a), σ.extend(a, v))
    … }

Semantics in Scala-AM

Associativity:

Commutativity:

Bottom is preserved:

Operation is sound:

8x, y, z : x t (y t z) = (x t y) t z

8x, y : inj (x+ y) v plus(inj (x), inj (y))

8x : plus(?, x) = ? = plus(x,?)

8x, y : x t y = y t x

Benchmark LOC Time (s)

church 28 191.72
mceval 239 177.36
dderiv 82 4.63
regex 81 1.15

scm2java 265 < 0.01

Component LOC

Scheme Semantics *264
DOT Semantics *61

AAM 212
P4F 171

Taint Analysis 181
*Not including parsing and primitives

http://github.com/acieroid/scala-am
http://github.com/acieroid/scala-am

